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SLOPER 5 REIGNS PLAQUE 
 

Rosemary Smith 
 

Some time ago, Mike Bament sent me a photocopy of one of Slopers 1939 
plaques which was in the National Postal Museum. After comparing the 
perfin dies and stamp values to those on my own plaque, it was seen that 
they were identical. This led me to wonder if the other known plaques 
were identical too. 
 
Derek Muggleton kindly allowed me to examine his plaque and Bill 
Cokayne sent me photocopies of two more, whose ownership he knew 
from the time he was a Directory at Slopers. This means I have had access to 
5 of these plaques and it turned out they were not identical. 
 
The chart on the following page gives a break down of the stamps and 
perfin dies. The first lot of details are for the two identical plaques. The 
plaque on the page after is a photocopy of the one, which is in the National 
Postal Museum. 
 
The ½d bantams and 1d blacks were used stamps but all the other stamps 
used were mint. 
 
* When I first acquired my plaque in 1992 and the initials RTF were seen  
on the ½d KGVI stamp, we could find no match in any catalogue or in the 
Sloper Ledgers. As I was trying to get some general information about the 
history of Slopers at that time Bill Cokayne suggested I write to Mr 
Earnest Laver who, some years previously, had been a Director of Slopers. 
My enquiry was a general one but in the reply from Mr Laver was 
included the almost certain answer to the RTF, M.M.F. and MMF dies. 
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In the mid 1930's, Percy Sloper, the last of the family in the business, 
died. The accountants and solicitors for the family sold the company to 
Mr R.T.Firminger and he became the Governing Director, taking a more 
active role during the war. His wife was Mrs M.M.Firminger and when 
her husband died in the mid 1950's she became Governing Director in 
name only. The RTF and MMF dies must have been the initials of Mr & 
Mrs Firminger, who were the owners of Slopers in 1939, and the dies 
made for use on the plaques. As far as I am aware, no other stamps with 
these dies are known. If anyone comes across these three dies I would 
suggest you have a very scarce perfin. 

00OOOOO00 
Unusual Underprints 
 
It is truly amazing how three of these 'advertising underprints' all turn up in 
my post bag for the one Bulletin. Peter Rooke sent the one on a 1d red, Roy 
Gault has written about one on a KGV ½d at the end of his articles in this 
Bulletin and John Beard has sent the following from Linn's Stamp News, 
May 14 2001. 
 
The text paraphrased, "I have a used Great Britain QV ½d verm with a 3 
line underprint. The first line runs off the stamp but would be 'UNITED', 
lines 2 and 3 read 'BAKERS BREAD'., The writer was asking if it was 
intended as an advertisement or perhaps a substitute for a perfin. I note 
the postmark is Glasgow, August 1st 1892. 
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